With strong, class-tested products and well-respected authors, McGraw-Hill/Irwin offers more than just textbooks. Whether you’re looking for an introductory offering, a more specific niche selection that suits elective courses, or software supplements to complement your instruction, we have it covered.

**Introductory Operations Management**
  - Richard Chase, University of Southern California
  - F. Robert Jacobs, Indiana University
  - Nicholas Aquilano, University of Arizona
  - ISBN 0072845074 / Available Spring 2003!

**Business Research Methods**
- *Business Research Methods w/ Student CD-ROM*, Eighth Edition
  - Donald Cooper, Florida Atlantic
  - University-Boca Raton
  - Pamela Schindler, Wittenberg University
  - ISBN 0072819790

**Business Information: Finding and Using Data in the Digital Age**
- J. Jay Zagorsky
  - ISBN 0072507705

**Management Science**
  - Frederick Hillier, Stanford University
  - Mark Hillier, University of Washington
  - ISBN 0072833475 / Just Published!

**Value-Driven Operations Management: An Integrated Modular Approach**
- Steven Molyne, Michigan State University
  - Morgan Swink, Michigan State University
  - Available from Primis: www.mhhe.com/primis/online

**Business Statistics**
  - Bruce Bowerman, Miami University-Oxford
  - Richard O’Connell, Miami University-Oxford
  - ISBN 0072559977 / Just Published!

**Basic Statistics for Business and Economics w/ Student CD-ROM**, Fourth Edition
- Douglas Lind, Coastal Carolina University
  - William Marchal, University of Toledo
  - Samuel Wathen, Coastal Carolina University
  - ISBN 0072613820

**Practical Business Statistics w/Student CD-ROM**, Fifth Edition
- Andrew Siegel, University of Washington
  - ISBN 0072621256

**Services Management & Operations**
  - James A. Fitzsimmons, University of Texas, Austin
  - Mona J. Fitzsimmons
  - ISBN 0072868201 / Available Spring 2003!

**Managing Services: Using Technology to Create Value w/ Student CD-ROM**
- Mark Davis, Bentley College
  - Janelle Heineke, Boston University
  - ISBN 0072464267 / Just Published!

**Supply Chain Management**
- *Designing and Managing the Supply Chain w/Student CD-ROM*, Second Edition
  - David Simchi-Levi, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
  - Philip Kaminsky, University of California-Berkeley
  - ISBN 0072845538 / Just Published!

**Business Statistics (Web-based Software)**
  - ALEKS Corporation / ISBN 0072499877

**ALEKS User’s Guide and Access Code for Business Statistics** (Stand-Alone for 11-week quarter term)
- ALEKS Corporation / ISBN 0072832940

**ALEKS User’s Guide and Access Code for Business Statistics** (Stand-Alone for 6-week short course)
- ALEKS Corporation / ISBN 0072832959

**Innovative Technology**
- *World Class Operations Management Top Ten DVD* Available February 2003!

**Learning Stats Student CD-ROM** Available February 2003!

Preview these and other Decision Sciences titles at our booth. For more information visit www.mhhe.com, e-mail greta_kleinert@mcgraw-hill.com, or call 1-800-338-3987.